
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In my usual odd to some - way, today’s Gospel 

reminds me of one of those old ‘I Love Lucy’ episodes 

where Lucy tries – never successfully – to disguise herself 

to worm her way onto one of Ricky's night club shows. 

You always wait for the big reveal when her fake 

moustache or her wig would fall off, Ricky’s eyes would 

get real big and, then, of course: “Luuucccy!" 

 Frederick Buechner – who you’ve heard me 

quote hundreds of times – has a bit more meaningful 

understanding of the Emmaus story. 

Buechner’s a now-almost 91 year old novelist 

and theologian who lives in the hills of Rutland, 

Vermont…an ordained Presbyterian, a graduate of 

Princeton Seminary, and the writer of over 30 books.   

I first encountered Beuchner’s writing quite 

haphazardly in seminary, when a fleeting quote 

unceremoniously appeared in the midst of a jungle of 

words, crammed into the mountain of books, which – 

collectively made up the raging river of data on which – 

provided it was adequately assimilated - our eventual 

ordination would hinge. 

It was a major accomplishment, or a minor 

miracle – that I should have even noticed it at all: a single 

string of words which began for me a life-long fascinating 

with this man who – somehow – can see into the bottom  

of my soul. here’s the quote: 

“Jesus is apt to come into the very midst of life 

at its most real and inescapable. Not in a blaze of 

unearthly light, not in the midst of a sermon…but at 

supper time, or walking along a road…But often when we 

need him most, he seems farthest away because he will 

always have gone on ahead, leaving only the faint print 

of his feet on the path to follow. And the world blows 

leaves across the path. And branches fall. And darkness 

comes: yet, Christ is there with us on our way as surely 

as the wayitself is there. he is with us…that is our faith — 

but only in unseen ways, as subtle - yet pervasive - as air.” 

  

His imagery struck me with deep meaning – and 

has informed my theology ever since.  

But, before I’d ever heard of Beuchner, I had 

heard of cancer: my wife had had it – and was to have it 

again, and our daughter at 18 months had it as well: a 

rare form – so rare they called it an “orphan’s” disease 

because such little research had been done on it. 

During that time – a couple of years before I 

entered seminary - we spent incalculable hours with her 

in the hospital: there were bone marrow tests, infusions, 

a spinal tap, and liver biopsies…and, since it was a 

teaching hospital: doctor ‘wannabes’ coming in the door 

by the dozens – observing, listening with furrowed brows 

and serious faces...  

After a while, night and day blurred together. 

The sounds and the smells and the hospital routine –the 

incessant noise and the deafening quiet – the 

uncertainty and suspense hanging in the room like a wet 

blanket on a dry day - began to consume me.  The 4 walls 

closed in – and I had to get out:  out to anywhere…out to 

do anything - just out of that place, and that situation. 

 So, I went to Pay Less Shoes. Somehow – a new 

pair of shoes became my urgent and only need. Selfishly 

and inconsiderately, I left Ronda there to face it all alone 

while I blithely went to shop for shoes. That process 

didn’t take me long – but, I couldn’t go back…not just yet. 

so, I drove around Charlotte: in a neighborhood and out; 

down a new street and made a left: going no place in 

particular -and everyplace in general. A couple hours 

later, I was back – wearing my new dress Weejuns – but 

nothing had changed. 

Several years later, after I’d met Buechner, I ran 

across his take on today’s Gospel story – and, again, was 

bowled over. Archaeologists, you see, have never really 

been able to pinpoint where “Emmaus” really was.  

Several locations have been suggested – but, we only 

know that it was connected by a road with Jerusalem 

about 7 miles away. 
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  “Perhaps,” Buechner proposes, “Emmaus is 

anywhere – and everywhere – but maybe nowhere in 

particular:” that place where you “go”- in your heart or 

mind or car – when you need to escape the realities of 

life bearing down on you… when you’re scared and need 

to run away for a while…when you’re confused and just 

need to be alone…when your body is numb and your 

heart has turned cold. Maybe Emmaus is all of that – and, 

maybe Emmaus is different for each of us. 

Only one of the 2 men in today’s story has a 

name, you know: and I suspect it may be on purpose: 

that the other was left unnamed because – perhaps, the 

other is you…or me – making more ‘room’ in this ancient 

story for us than we have ever before realized - making 

the story about you - about me: about those times when 

we find ourselves walking life’s road: dejected, 

disappointed, confused and heavy hearted, feeling - as 

did the 2 that day – that the last nail has been driven into 

your future: our wild hope – whatever it may have been 

at the time: crushed finer than the dirt we kick with the 

toe of our sandals – or cursed with words flung against 

the silent darkness that seems to mock our desperate 

cries. 

They – we - do not recognize Jesus on the road 

to Emmaus - but, Jesus recognizes them just as he 

recognizes us – and offers us - the way he did at Emmaus:  

the Bread of Life, a new hope, a new vision of light that 

not even the dark world can overcome. He offers us his 

very self. 

Our Bishop, Jim Mauney, thinks that “the 

Emmaus Road story reminds us to pay attention to all the 

places along our own paths where god has shown 

faithfulness, mercy, and promise.” 

And, as Buechner sums it all up: “He, whose eye 

is on the sparrow, sees each one of us. And, because he 

does, not even in the darkness of death are we lost either 

to him, or lost to each other.  

Whether we recognize him or not, or believe in 

him or not - or even know his name: again and again he 

comes and walks a little way with us along whatever road 

we're following. He never approaches from above, but 

always in the midst: in the midst of people, in the midst 

of real life and the questions that real life asks. 

To reinterpret the words of Albert Camus – a 

French philosopher back in the second quarter of the 20th 

Century: Jesus comes not walking in front of us -because 

we may not follow…he comes not walking behind us - 

because we may not lead… he comes walking beside us - 

as our friend. 

So, “Listen to your life,” Buechner advises: “see 

it for the fathomless mystery it is… in the boredom and 

pain of it, no less than in the excitement and gladness: 

touch, taste, smell your way to the holy and hidden heart 

of it, because in the last analysis life itself is 

Grace.” Amen.
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